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Thermodynamics of the planar Hubbard model
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The thermodynamic properties of specific heat, entropy, chemical potential, spin susceptibilityxs , and
charge susceptibilityxc are studied as functions of temperature and doping within the two-dimensional Hub-
bard model with variousU/t54 –12. Quantities are calculated using the finite-temperature Lanczos method
with additional phase averaging for a system of 434 sites. Results show that the entropy at lowT reaches a
maximum near half-filling at the electron densityn;160.15 in the whole regime of studiedU/t. The
pseudogap inxs(T) becomes clearly pronounced forU/t>8 while xc shows a maximum close to half-filling.
The relation of results to those within thet-J model and to experiments is discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Hubbard model is the simplest prototype Hamilton
for correlated electrons. It has been and still remains
subject of numerous theoretical investigations in connec
with the metal-insulator transition,1 the interplay between the
magnetism and the itinerant character of electrons, and
sible superconductivity emerging solely from the electro
mechanism. Particular attention has been devoted to the
dimensional~2D! model on a square lattice, expected to ca
ture the physics of superconducting cuprates. A lot of eff
has been put into numerical studies of the ground state p
erties, using various quantum Monte Carlo~QMC! methods.2

On the other hand, there are rather few studies of the
Hubbard model at finiteT.0, in particular away but close to
half-filling, i.e., at electron densitiesnÞ1. In the latter re-
gime the minus-sign problem prevents the application of
QMC method at lowT in large systems.2 Gross features o
the specific heatCV(T) have been obtained via the intern
energy E(T) using the QMC method.3 Results reveal the
evidence of at least two energy scales at largeU/t@1, the
larger one representing the upper Hubbard band. The be
ior at low T shows a marked difference between an insula
at half-filling n51 ~where more reliable results and metho
became recently available4,5! with CV(T)}T2, and an
anomalous metal at finite hole dopingnh512n.0 ~or
analogous electron doping!. Within the metallic regime the
QMC method was so far not able to reach temperatures
low the exchange scaleJ;4t2/U, which sets up an charac
teristic energy of spin dynamics and is thus essential
establishing the low-T physics at low doping. The uniform
spin susceptibilityxs(T) has also been calculated6 using the
QMC method, apparently with some unphysical results an
Þ1 due to large restrictions. It should be also noted t
certain features, e.g., the maximum inxs(T) and two scales
in CV(T), are not specific for the 2D Hubbard model, but a
present in the 1D model7 as well.

On the other hand, low-T properties of the Hubbard
model withU@t are believed to map well on the properti
of the t-J model which is projected on the basis space wi
out doubly occupied sites. Several static and dynamic pr
0163-1829/2003/67~8!/085103~5!/$20.00 67 0851
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erties of the planart-J model were recently calculated an
followed well into the regimeT,J using the finite tempera
ture Lanczos method~FTLM!.8,9,13,14 Relevant for the
present study is the result that the normal-state entropy d
sity s(T,J) ~Ref. 10! is maximum at the ‘‘optimum’’ hole
doping nh;nh* , where nh* ;0.15 at J/t50.3. Also, a
pseudogap temperatureT* (nh), experimentally~among al-
ternatives!, defined with the maximum in the uniform spi
susceptibilityxs(T),1,13,14also showed up in thet-J model,
where T* (nh) decreases with doping and vanishes at
optimum one, again atnh;nh* .

Our aim is to obtain thermodynamic results within th
planar Hubbard model, which is numerically~for an exact
diagonalization approach! more demanding relative to th
t-J model. We list some relevant questions which we addr
in the following: ~a! Are there any qualitative difference
between the thermodynamic properties of the planart-J
model and the Hubbard model at largeU/t? ~b! How does
the entropy optimum doping shift with decreasingU/t, ~c! is
there a pseudogap scale also at smallerU/t.

We investigate the Hubbard model given by

H52t (
^ i j &s

~cis
† cjs1H.c.!1U(

i
ni↑ni↓ , ~1!

wherecis
† (cis) andnis are creation~annihilation! and number

operators for electrons, respectively, and the sum^ i j & runs
over pairs of nearest-neighbor sites. We limit our calculatio
to U/t54, 8, and 12, where values range from the mod
U,W, smaller than the bandwidthW58t, to the strong
correlation regimeU.W. Note that the latter case is usual
associated with the physics of cuprates where the spin
change isJ;4t2/U;0.3 t.

II. METHOD

We study numerically the Hubbard model on a squ
lattice using the FTLM,8,9 based on the Lanczos procedure
exact diagonalization and a random sampling over ini
wave functions. The advantage in the case of thermodyna
quantities is that they can be expressed solely in terms
©2003 The American Physical Society03-1
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grand-canonical average of conserved quantities (kB51),
i.e.,

^ f &5Tr f ~Ne ,Sz ,H !e2(H2mNe)/T/Tr e2(H2mNe)/T, ~2!

whereNe , Sz , andm refer to the number of electrons, thez
component of the total spin and the chemical potential,
spectively. In the case of quantities as in Eq.~2!, the FTLM
does not require the storage of Lanczos eigenfunctions,
only of Lanczos eigenenergiese j

n , where j 50, . . . ,M (M
represents the number of Lanczos steps! while n51, . . . ,R
runs over random initial Lanczos wave functions. For deta
of the method we refer to Refs. 9 and 10. Using the FTLM
the above way we are able to investigate the model on
lattice of N5434516 sites with periodic boundary cond
tions.

The main limitation to the validity of results comes fro
finite-size effects. The latter can be substantially reduced
employing the boundary condition~flux! averaging.12 In a
system with periodic boundary conditions the latter
achieved by introducing the uniform vector potentialuW modi-
fying the hopping elementst→ t̃ i j 5t exp(iuW •rW i j ). We use,
further on,Nt uniformly spaced phasesuW instead of a fixed
u50. In this way results are essentially improved at sma
U,W. This is particularly evident for noninteracting ele
trons with U50, where results on small lattices otherwi
reveal pronounced finite-size effects. In this case, usingNt
@1 most properties discussed here become exact even
finite-size lattice. In the strong-correlation regime results
less sensitive to phase averaging, most evident at half-fil
n51 where the Hubbard model maps on the Heisenb
model in whichuW becomes irrelevant.

Still the main restriction in the thermodynamic validity o
our results comes from finite-size effects which show up
T,Tf s where they start to dominate results. As a criteri
for Tf s we use the thermodynamic sum

Z̄~T!5Tr exp@2~H2E0!/T#, ~3!

calculated in a given system at fixed particle numberNe and
the requirementZ̄(Tf s)5Z* @1.9 In the following we use
Z* ;30. In the particular parameter spaceU/t54 –12, the
optimum cases are atn;16nh* with nh* ;0.15 ~coinciding
with largest entropys5smax) where Tf s /t;0.120.15. On
the other hand,Tf s increases towardn51 and even more for
n→0,2, respectively.9 Since the properties of the Hubba
model @Eq. ~1!# on a bipartite lattice are symmetric aroun
half-filling we present results only for the hole-doped regim
nh512n>0.

III. ENTROPY AND SPECIFIC HEAT

Within the FTLM and using Eq.~2! we first evaluate the
electron densityn5^Ne&/N and the entropy densitys, ex-
pressed as

s5 ln V/N1~^H&2m^Ne&!/NT, ~4!
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both as functions ofm and T. From s we also evaluate the
specific heatCV5T(]s/]T)m . Both s andCV can be conse-
quently presented as well as in terms ofn andT.

Let us first discuss FTLM results for an overall behav
of the specific heatCV(T) ~per unit cell!, as shown in Fig. 1
for U/t50212 in the whole relevantT regime. Atzero dop-
ing, e.g., n51, our results agree with recent QM
calculations,4 where both methods correctly predict the low
and the high-temperature peak positions seen inCV(T) and
even scaling of those peaks withU. At zero doping the QMC
method has an obvious advantage in comparison to
FTLM, since it allows calculations of larger system sizes.
the other hand, the calculation ofCV(T) is less straightfor-
ward using the QMC method since it requires calculat
finite differences on a finite set ofE(T) or performing vari-
ous fits.

At finite dopingand highT.t our FTLM results in gen-
eral agree with those obtained previously with the QM
method.3 The advantage of the FTLM is that we reach low
T;Tf s;0.1 t, well below the exchange scaleJ;4t2/U.
The main message of Fig. 1 is thatCV at finite doping, simi-
larly as at zero doping, reveals the existence of~at least! two
energy scales which are well separated forU.W, i.e., for
U512 t. Although QMC results3 were also interpreted in
terms of two scales, we should notice that the claimed p
positions at finite doping differ substantially from our resu

The upper maximum is related to excitations within t
upper Hubbard band and is well pronounced near half-filli
For a larger doping, i.e., forn,0.85, these excitations merg
with the lower Hubbard band. At lowerU54 t, the upper
maximum is only weakly present even atn51, and disap-
pears at the smallest available dopingn;0.95. Note also that
at U54 t, apart fromn51, CV merges even quantitativel
with the noninteracting resultatU50. Here we should point
out that properties atU50 in Figs. 1, 2, 4, and 7 are calcu

FIG. 1. Specific heatCV ~per unit cell! vs T for various electron
densitiesn near half-filling and differentU/t. The U50 result is
calculated for an infinite lattice.
3-2
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lated for an infinite lattice. When discussing the relation
presented results to those within thet-J model one should
take into account that the upper scale~corresponding to the
upper Hubbard band! is projected out in the latter; conse
quently results forCV typically differ for T.t.10

In the following we focus on the lower energy sca
which is essential for the understanding of quasiparticle
low-T properties. In Fig. 2 we show entropy densitys as a
function of electron densityn for different U/t50 –12 and
for lowestT/t50.1–0.3. The first observation is thatU.0
leads to an increase ofs, which is largest at an intermediat
doping n5n* ;0.85. As expected, results forU512 t are
even quantitatively close to the ones within thet-J model9,10

with the correspondingJ50.3t, where the maximums has
also been observed atnh* 512n* ;0.15, and such a dopin
has been identified as an optimum one.

We should note that such a characterization of ‘‘optim
ity’’ does not seem to be in conflict with the usual one rela
to highestTc since experimentally in several cuprates t
maximum inTc and in the entropy15 appear to be quite clos
in doping. Plausibly,n* can be related to the most frustrate
case where the kinetic energy of holes~‘‘preferring’’ an fer-
romagnetic ordering! and the effective spin exchange~favor-
ing antiferromagnetism! are competing and therefore on
could expect 12n* }J/t. Moreover, it is evident from Fig. 2
that the optimal dopingn* ;0.85 is quite insensitive toU in
a broad rangeU/t54212.

The position of the entropy maximumn* is shown in Fig.
3 as a function ofT. While it is evident thatn* 51 for U
50 as well as forT@(t,U), it is quite interesting to observ
thatn* (T) is quite universal in the regime 4<U/t<12. That
is, it first increases withT quite independent ofU. However,
for T.0.5 t and stronger correlationsU>8t n* (T) de-

FIG. 2. Entropy densitys vs electron densityn for low T/t
50.1–0.3 and differentU/t.
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creases tending towards theU5` case wheren* 52/3 ~as
within the t-J model! until finite U becomes irrelevant for
largeT.

IV. SPIN AND CHARGE SUSCEPTIBILITY

In an analogous way we can evaluate within the FTL
also the the uniform spin susceptibilityxs5^(Sz)

2&/NT,
which can also expressed solely in terms of conserved qu
titites. In Fig. 4 we present results forxs(T) for various
dopings close to half-fillingn50.8–1.0 andU/t50 –12. We
first note that here the phase-averaging method brings a
a substantial improvement. This is evident by comparing F
4 with QMC results on the same 434 lattice6 obtained at a
fixed phaseu50, where some unphysical features are e
dent atnÞ1.

As expected, the onset ofU.0 leads to an increase o
xs(T) at lowerT,t. It is, however, more interesting to fol
low the development of pseudogap features with increas
U/t. One of the experimental definitions of the~large!

FIG. 3. The densityn* corresponding to maximums vs T. Re-
sults for thet-J model are also shown.

FIG. 4. Spin susceptibilityxst vs T for n50.8-1.0 and different
U/t.
3-3
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pseudogap temperature is related to the maximumxs(T
5T* ).13 In fact, T* defined in this way matches well wit
other experimentally established crossovers.1,14 It has been
found9,10 that T* (n) determined in this way within thet-J
model matches experiments well. As foreseen from the m
ping to thet-J model withJ50.3 t, in Fig. 4 we find essen
tially the same behavior for the Hubbard model withU/t
512. On the other hand, the pseudogap maximum beco
shallower forU/t58, although the locationT* (n) does not
shift substantially. The pseudogap features disappear atU/t
54.

Analogous is the message in Fig. 5, where we presenxs
as a function ofn. At all presentedU/t the maximumxs
appears at an optimum dopingn;n* . However, this feature
is well pronounced only at largerU/t58 and 12, while at
U/t54 the maximum is barely visible. The decrease tow
half-filling at U/t58 and 12 is a characteristic signature o
strong correlation leading to antiferromagnetic ordering, a
has been been observed both in QMC calculations6 and in
experiments on cuprates.13

Let us further discuss results for the densityn(m,T). In
Fig. 6 we present the hole densitynh as a function ofm for
variousT, in order to allow a direct comparison with anal
gous results for thet-J model9,10 as well as with experimen
tal results on La22xSrxCuO4.16 We note that fornh.nh* 51
2n* the dependencenh(m) ~apart from a uniform shift! is
quite independent ofT and U/t. This is consistent with a
weaker role of correlations and a rather well defined eff
tive single-electron density of states at the Fermi levelNF
5dn/dm. The much steeper dependence in the ‘‘und
doped’’ regimenh,nh* at low T is a clear manifestation o
strong correlations and of the increasing effectiveN F

c on
approaching metal-insulator transition. In fact, it has be
claimed on the basis of theT50 QMC results1 that within
the Hubbard modelN F

c diverges approaching half-filling an
T;0 wherenh}(m02m)1/2. The latter is qualitatively con-

FIG. 5. Spin susceptibilityxst vs n for T50.1–0.3 and different
U/t.
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sistent with the flattening of the chemical potential as a fu
tion of dopingm(n→1) in La22xSrxCuO4 observed via the
angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy measureme16

Nevertheless, at given lowestT;Tf s we cannot distinguish a
scenario with an enhanced but finiteN F

c at T50 which
would emerge from a picture with holes as well defined q
siparticles in an ordered antiferromagnet2 from a divergent
behavior.1

Finally, in Fig. 7 we present results for the related cha
susceptibility xc5dn/dm. For noninteracting electrons a
U50, xc is essentiallyT independent~except very close to
n51 due to the van Hove singularity!, and is given byxc
5NF . Well away from half-filling, i.e., in the ‘‘overdoped’’

FIG. 6. Hole densitynh vs m/t for T/t50.1–0.3 and different
U/t.

FIG. 7. Charge susceptibilityxct vs n for T/t50.1–0.3 and
different U/t.
3-4
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regime n,0.8, the effect ofU.0 is only quantitative to
reducexc . The reduction can be attributed to an over
decrease of the effectiveN F

c due to the transfer of states int
the upper Hubbard band. We also note in Fig. 7 that at
same timeU.0 leads to an even flatter variation ofxc(n).

More interesting is the development within the ‘‘unde
doped’’ regimen.n* , with a pronouncedT and doping de-
pendence. Very close to half-fillingn;1 and forT.Tf s , we
are dealing with chemical potentialm within the charge
~Mott-Hubbard! gap. A small density of charge carriersnh
!1 in this regime behaves as in a doped nondegene
semiconductor,~as established within thet-J model at low
doping11!, where

nh;Pe2(m2ev)/T. ~5!

Consequently, we getxc;nh /T. Such a behavior is eviden
in Fig. 7, quite universally for allU.0, and its validity
extends at lowestT up to nh;0.1. A large increase in the
maximumxc at low T, again being rather insensitive toU/t,
is again a clear manifestation of strong correlations and
the increasing effective density of statesN F

c on approaching
the metal-insulator transition.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Let us summarize some essential conclusions of
present study of thermodynamic properties of the pla
Hubbard model.

~a! As expected, results at largeU/t>12 match, even
quantitatively, those of the correspondingt-J model ~with J
;4t2/U)9,10 in the low temperatureT,t window. Excita-
tions into the upper Hubbard band contribute significan
only at T.t. On the other hand, for smallerU<8 t both
scales start to merge, and become inseparable fornÞ1.

~b! In the whole span 4<U/t<12 our results reveal a
ys

b
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coherent picture of low-T properties of the planar Hubbar
model. That is, an effective exchange scaleJ̃ seems to deter-
mine both the optimal doping for the entropys(n* )5max
with 12n* } J̃/t as well as the pseudogap scaleT* (n); J̃ in
xs(T). It is clear that only at largeU we getJ̃;J;4t2/U.
On the other hand, even forU,12 t we see thatn* andT*
are quite insensitive toU/t, indicating a quite constant ef
fective J̃&0.3 t and consequently alson* ;0.85. This can
be understood in terms of the less localized character of
degrees, which leads to a reduction ofJ̃ relative to J
;4t2/U appropriate forU@t.

~c! The pseudogap feature inxs(T) is very visible atU
512 t. WhereasT* does not shift much withU/t, the
pseudogap intensity is strongly dependent onU/t. That is,
the effect is only weakly pronounced atU/t58 and disap-
pears for smallerU/t. This is consistent with the interpreta
tion that the~large! pseudogapT* is related to an onset o
short-range antiferromagnetic correlations, which are o
weakly pronounced forU&W and away from half-filling.

~d! Previous studies of thermodynamic quantities with
the t-J model9 have shown that results~at J/t50.3) are even
quantitatively in agreement with the experimental ones
hole-doped cuprates, in particular the doping dependenc
the entropys,15 the spin susceptibilityxs ,13 and the chemical
potentialm.16 We have shown that thermodynamic propert
of the Hubbard model do not change significantly in
broader range ofU*W, i.e., there is a quantitative similarit
of s(T), n* , T* (n), etc., so the agreement with experimen
also seems to persist in a broader range ofU/t.
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